
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a hyperion planning. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for hyperion planning

Works interdependently, to initiate new ideas, to train others in new
procedures, to communicate clearly and accurately, and to help in the
preparation of management reports and presentations
Liaises with management/department heads across multiple disciplines and
influences results that are both technically reasonable and meet the needs of
the business
Must be able to mentor and provide technical and functional guidance to the
Hyperion Planning/Essbase Analyst
Collaborates with stakeholders to ensure the described needs are achieved
through effective technical and business processes
Demonstrates an eye for technical skills and detail oriented with strong
analytical skills and ability to communicate ideas to stakeholders and users of
the system in “non-technical terms” to effectively meet their business needs
Ability to work interdependently and possess exceptional problem solving
skills
Exhibits a strong customer service orientation with strong interpersonal and
communication skills
Works as a consulting team member or an individual technical consultant in
the development of technical solutions of moderate complexity within
consulting practice area
Develops solutions and strategies based on the analysis of customer business
goals, objectives, needs, and existing infrastructure
Regularly interacts with external customer and customer managers and
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Qualifications for hyperion planning

Proficiency in maintaining Essbase, Managing database settings, optimization
Understanding of ASO, BSO cube architecture, attributes, Essbase cache
settings, optimization of calculations and reports
Experience managing and administering numerous Essbase applications,
cubes and reports
Knowledge of rapid-application-development software development life
cycles, batch scheduling tool, file transfer and related controls
IT project and team leadership experience
Strong knowledge of Essbase and Calc Scripts/Calc Manager
Oracle/Hyperion products certifications preferred


